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Introduction:
The Japanese excavation at Tel Taban, located 19 km south of Hassake in the Hassake Dam Salvage 
Area, was restarted in the winter season of 2005 after an interuption of five years; it has continued 
in the three summer seasons of 2005, 2006 and 2007.1 This new series of excavations has revealed 
cuneiform texts of various sorts from the Middle Assyrian and Old Babylonian periods.
　　The Middle Assyrian texts comprise two groups. The first group consists of 94 building 
inscriptions of the kings of T.ābatu (modern Tel Taban), or ³king(s) of the land of Māri (šar māt 
Māri)´ according to their own designation,2 found in various places on the mound. These texts, 
inscribed on clay cylinders, nails and bricks3 are dated to the period of about one hundred years 
from the beginning of the 12th century BC to the beginning of the 11th century BC. They have already 
started to be studied along with the hitherto published Middle Assyrian building inscriptions of the 
kings of Māri which were discovered at Tel Bderi and Tel Taban in 1985±1990 and in 1997±1999, 
respectively.4 The second group of Middle Assyrian texts consists of a considerable number of tablets, 
about 150 to 200, from the royal administrative archive, unearthed in trenches 5 and 7 during the winter 
and summer seasons of 2005. D. Shibata published a preliminary report on those tablets in the previous 
volume of this journal.5 As his report has shown, they provide a rich mine for investigating the internal 
organization of the Middle Assyrian kingdom of Māri and its relations with other parts of the Middle 
Assyrian empire from the middle of the 13th century BC to the first part of the 12th century BC.
　　I shal deal here with a diferent group of texts, i.e., 25 pieces of Old Babylonian tablets and 
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inscribed envelopes unearthed from trench 8 during the summer seasons of 2005 and 2006.6 Some 
of the tablets are yet to be cleaned for reading, but it is expected that the entire corpus of those 
tablets wil be published along with detailed studies on them. However, the present paper aims to 
provide the reader with a general overview of this group of texts and to discuss some of their contents, 
in particular the historical data.
Archaeological Context:
The Old Babylonian tablets and inscribed envelopes were found in a potery kiln of rectangular shape 
(measure c. 3 × 2 m) found in trench 8, located at the southernmost point of the hitherto excavated 
areas at the western side of the mound.7 The trench was opened at a point where the surface of a 
clif had been eroded by high waters in the Hassake Dam Salvage area, and the kiln was excavated 
continuously during the two seasons. A total of ten pieces were found in 2005 and fifteen in 2006. 
Al of the tablets and fragments were found baked. Seven of the tablets from 2005 (Tab T05B-39, 
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45) were discovered near the mouth of the kiln and situated in or near a broken 
wide-mouth jar.8 The five found in the body of the jar (Tab T05B-41, 42, 43, 44, 45)9 are now known 
to be leters (see below). In 2006 a large tablet inscribed with a land grant contract (Tab T06-4) 
and contained in an envelope (Tab T06-5) was similarly found on top of fragments of a large wide-
mouth jar; it was found in the burned layer of the broken north (left) side wal of the kiln.10 The 
excavator, H. Numoto, postulates that the other seven tablets from 2006 (Tab T06-9, Tab T06-10, 
Tab T06-11, Tab T06-12 + Tab T06-14, Tab T06-13, Tab T06-15, Tab T06-16) found in a smal 
area of c. 30 × 20 cm in the inner part of the kiln had also possibly been baked together in a bowl 
or basket.11 Numoto assumes the tablets probably were in the process of being baked in preparation 
for being stored in an archive room, though it is unclear why they were found stil in the kiln.12
Items Unearthed: General Description:
The inscribed pieces unearthed from the trench 8 can be classified into three categories, i.e. (1) lexical 
texts, (2) leters, and (3) legal-administrative texts. A description of each group folows.
　　(1) Lexical Texts (3 pieces) : One (Tab T05B-36)13 is a fragment (Height 11.3¶, Width 11.5, 
Depth 3.4 cm) from the lower half of a large, wel preserved five-column tablet, bearing an elementary 
sylable exercise of the TU-TA-TI type. The other two fragments (Tab T05B-3714 and Tab T05B-
38), probably also elementary scribal exercises, are badly preserved and have yet to be cleaned to 
be studied. These later two pieces were possibly joined to each other.
　　(2) Leters (16 pieces): More than half of these tablets are wel preserved, but others are 
fragmentary or severely damaged. The sizes of the tablets vary from c. 7.0 × 5.0 cm to 3.5 × 3.0 
　 　 6 For the excavations in these seasons, see Numoto 2007a and Numoto 2008 (in the present volume). Three other Old Babylonian 
texts were found at various places on the mound in the 2006 and 2007 seasons. One (Tab T06-47) is a tiny fragment of a clay tablet 
found in 2006 in the disturbed layer under the floor of the tomb excavated in trench 10. The other two were found on the surface 
in 2007. One (Tab T07-1) is a fragment of a baked tablet with a list of divine names. The other (Tab T07-3) is a tablet recording 
rations of barley dated to a year name of Yadih-abu (see below).
 7 Numoto 2007a, pp. 9±11, and Numoto 2007b, pp. 11±17.
 8 Numoto 2007a, p. 10, Fig. 9, Tablets nos. 1±7.
 9 Numoto 2007a, p. Fig. 9, Tablets nos. 3±7.
10 Numoto personal communication. Now, see Numoto 2008.
11 Numoto 2007b, pp. 13±14, and Numoto 2008.
12 Numoto 2007a, p. 9, and Numoto 2008.
13 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 3 and 27a-b.
14 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pl. 34 a-b.
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cm. Eight leters (Tab T05B-41,15 Tab T05B-42,16 Tab T05B-43,17 Tab T05B-44,18 Tab T06-1,19 
Tab T06-9,20 Tab T06-10,21 Tab T06-12 + Tab T06-1422) are addressed to a certain Yasīm-Mahar, 
apparently the local ruler of the ancient city of T.ābatum, modern Tel Taban (see below). Two of 
these leters (Tab T05B-42 and Tab T05B-43) are leter orders sent by his overlord I.sī-Sumuabi, 
who can be identified as the king of Terqa (see below). These two leters from I.sī-Sumuabi, as 
wel as two others (Tab T05B-41, Tab T05B-44) sent from a certain Tâ.sī-¶annu (Ta-.sí-an-nu),23 most 
likely the ruler or governor of a nearby city, deal with the security of the region, the management 
of the tax-barley apparently colected for the overlord in Terqa, and the transportation of silver. The 
other four leters are sent from persons who describe themselves as ³brother´ to Yasīm-Mahar²three 
who refer to themselves as ³your brother´ (ahūka) (Tab T06-9, Tab T06-10, Tab T06-12 + Tab T06-
14) and one who cals Yasīm-Mahar ³my bother´ (ahī, ahīya [genitive]) (Tab T06-1). These deal 
with various subjects, such as land ownership, the supply and management of animals and workers, 
and the payment of silver. Besides these eight leters, another two fragmentary leters (Tab T06-3 
+ Tab T06-1724, Tab T06-1125) are also possibly addressed to Yasīm-Mahar, though the names of 
addressees are only partialy preserved.26 One leter (Tab T06-1327) refers to Yasīm-Mahar as the 
sender. Thus, the great majority of leters are certainly connected with this person. The remainder 
(Tab T05B-45,28 Tab T06-2,29 Tab T06-6,30 Tab T06-15,31 Tab T06-1632) consist of corespondence 
between diferent persons or are leters in which the names of sender and/or addressee are not 
preserved.
　　(3) Administrative-Legal Texts (6 pieces): Three tablets are of administrative content (Tab T05B-
39,33 Tab T05B-40,34 Tab T06-1835). One (Tab T05B-39) that bears a list of some monthly rotation 
was found almost complete (Height 7.8, Width 4.9, Depth 2.3 cm), though the surface is partialy 
efaced. The text is sealed and records ten month names (see below), each of which is folowed by 
two personal names. It twice mentions the name of I.sī-Sumuabi, once at the beginning (l. 2) in an 
unclear context and again in the year name given in the end (l. 24) (see below). The second text 
(Tab T05B-40), which was found complete (Height 7.5, Width 4.0, Depth 2.2 cm), being wel baked 
and preserved in good condition, is a list giving rations in terms of the standard beer jug (pīhu).36 
This list, which is not dated, contains 33 personal names, for each of which the number of the beer 
jugs given (al ³one,´ except for a single instance of ³two´) is indicated. The third piece (Tab T06-
　 　15 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 30b and 38 (Text No. 3).
16 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 31a-b and 38 (Text No. 4).
17 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 32b and 38 (Text No. 5).
18 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 32b and 38 (Text No. 6).
19 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-1).
20 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-9).
21 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-10).
22 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-12+14).
23 The name is speled Ta-.sí(ZI)-an-nu (Tab T05B-41, l. 3, Tab T05B-44, l. 3). Cf. the grammatical analysis of the name Ta-a-zi-an-
nu by M.P. Streck as Tay.sī-¶annu ³Erschienen ist µAnnu´ (Streck 2000, p. 192, §2.91).
24 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-3+17).
25 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-11).
26 Tab T06-3 + Tab T06-17, obv. 1: [a+na ia-si-im]-ma-har. Tab T06-11, obv. 1: a+na ia-si- im-ma? -[har].
27 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-13).
28 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 33a-b and 38 (Text No. 7).
29 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-2).
30 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab-T06-6).
31 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab-T06-15).
32 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab-T06-16).
33 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 29a-b and 38 (Text No. 1). 
34 Photograph: Numoto 2007a, pls. 30a and 38 (Text No. 2). 
35 Photograph: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (TabT06-18).
36 For pīhu(m) as the standard-capacity beer jug, see Kraus 1984, pp. 253±255.
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18) is a fragment of a list of personal names (Height 4.0¶, Width 5.3¶, Depth 2.2¶ cm). The preserved 
text includes parts of some 13 names, each preceded by the number ³1´ or ³2,´ apparently the number 
of items of an unknown something assigned to each person.
　　The largest administrative-legal tablet (Tab T06-4;37 Height 11.6, Width 6.1, Depth 2.9 cm) 
was found complete, inside an inscribed envelope (Tab T06-538). It is a dated contract recording a 
royal land grant by I.sī-Sumuabi, ³the king,´ and ofers the most significant data for considering the 
historical context of the texts from the kiln, as I discuss below.
　　Another fragment, apparently belonging to a diferent envelope (Tab T06-7; Height 2.9, Width 
3.6, Depth 0.6 cm), bears a seal impression and a smal number of sign traces. A further smal 
tablet fragment (Tab T06-8;39 Height 3.0, Width 2.8, Depth 1.5 cm) likely records some transaction, 
though it contains only parts of a number of personal names and some not fuly inteligible words.
Royal Grant Document Tab T06-4
I would like to consider the historical context of the finds more in detail, focusing on the 
aforementioned royal land-grant contract (Tab T06-4). The texts on the tablet and envelope (Tab 
T06-5) read as folows:
TABLET
Obv.
 1. 10 IKU A.ŠÀ i+na A.GÀR pí- it -ha-tim
 2. ÚS.SA AN.TA ÍD.ha-bu-u[r]
 3. ÚS.SA KI.TA mu-ut-ba-na-e
 4. SAG.DU AN.TA ÍD.ha-bu-ur
 5. SAG.DU KI.TA sa-ki-x-x-tum
 6. 5 IKU A.ŠÀ i+na A.GÀR pí-it-ha-tim
 7. ÚS.SA AN.TA qí-iš- ti-DINGIR 
 8. ÚS.SA KI.TA i- ba-al -e-ra-ah
 9. SAG.DU AN.TA sa-ku-mè(?)-e-dIM
10. SAG.DU KI.TA be-el-lum
11. 1+1/3 SAR É.DÙ.DÙ.A
12. ÚS.SA AN.TA mu-ut-d x 
13. ÚS.SA KI.TA ri-kum
14. SAG.DU AN.TA a-ku-ki
15. SAG.DU KI.TA su-ma-ab
16. ŠU+NÍGIN 15 IKU A.ŠÀ
17. ù 1+1/3 SAR É.DÙ.DÙ.A
18. A.ŠÀ ù É ša É.GAL
19. a+na ia-si-im-ma-har
Lower Edge
20. DUMU su-ma-at-e-ra-ah
21. mi-.si-su-mu-a-bi LUGAL
22. IN.NA.AN.BA
　 　37 Photographs: Numoto 2008, pl. 2.
38 Photographs: Numoto 2008, pl. 1.
39 Photographs: Numoto 2008, pl. 3 (Tab T06-8).
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Rev.
23. A.ŠÀ ù É na-a.s-bu-um
24. ša la ba-aq-ri ù la an-du-ra-ri
25. ba-qí-ir i-ba-qa-ru
26. ni-iš dda-gan dIM-ma-ha-ni
27. ù i-.si-su-mu-a-bi i-ku-ul
28. ku-up-ra-am em-ma-am up-ta-áš(?)-<ša>-aš
29. ù 30 MA.NA KÙ.BABBAR Ì.LÁ.E
30.  IGI  m su -mu-ha-am-mi ša-pí-i.t URU(?).qa -.tú-na-an.KI
31. IGI mbu-nu-ma-dIM IGI mmu-tu-da-mi
32. IGI a-bu-ul-la-an IGI i-ba-li-im
33. IGI an-za-nu-um IGI i-ba-al-pí-DINGIR
34. IGI ì-lí-e-pu-uh IGI ha-am-mu-tar
35. 1 GÍN (over IGI) da-di-e-pu-uh DUMU BI-sa-ah
36. IGI ia-di-hi-im DUMU ha-am-mu-tar
37. IGI ha-li-li-im-<<im>>
38. IGI mu-ut-ha-li IGI qí-iš- ti (?)-DINGIR
39. IGI da-di-pa -li-ih-dIM IGI bu-ne-DINGIR
40. IGI ia-an-.sí-ib-dda-gan IGI mu-ut-aš-kur
41. IGI hi-i.s-né-e-dIM SANGA
____________________________________
Upper Edge
42. ITI ki-nu-nim UD 16 KAM
43. MU i-.si-su-mu-a-bi
44. tap-pí-iš-tam
45. iš-ku-nu
Obv. Left Margin (from top to botom):
　NA4 LUGAL　NA4 mu-tu-da-mi SANGA　NA4 su-mu-ha-am-mi ša-pí-.ti-im
Rev. Left Margin (from botom to top):
　NA4 ha-am-mu-tar　NA4 an-za-nim　NA4 mu-ut-ha-li　NA4 da-di-e-pu-uh
Translation:
 (1) 10 ikû of field in the irigation district of pithatum; upper long side: the Habur river; lower 
long side: Mut-banae; upper short side: the Habur river; lower short side: Saki[«]tum.
 (6) 5 ikû of field in the irigation district of pithatum; upper long side: Qīšti-El; lower long side: 
Ibāl-Erah; upper short side: Sakumē-Addu; lower short side: Belum.
(11) 1 1/3 SAR of a built house; upper long side: Mut-[«]; lower long side: Rikum; upper short 
side: Akuki; lower short side: Sumâb(u).
(16) Total 15 ikû of fields and 1 1/3 SAR of (land with) a built house; (those are) the fields and house 
³of the palace.´ To Yasīm-Mahar, son of Sumāt-Erah, I.sī-Sumuabi, the king, has granted (them).
(23) These fields and house are legaly established as being not subject to claims or release.
(25) A claimant who makes a claim ± as he ate an oath by Dagān, Addu of Mahanum and I.sī-Sumuabi 
± wil be smeared with hot asphalt and wil pay 30 mina of silver.
(30) Witness: Sumu-Hammi, governor of Qa.tunān
(31) Witness: Bunuma-Addu; Witness: Mutu-Ami
(32) Witness: Abulān; Witness: Ibālim
(33) Witness: Anzanum; Witness: Ibal-pī-El
(34) Witness: Ilī-epuh; Witness: Hammûtar
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(35) One shekel (of silver for) Dādī-epuh son of BIsah
(36) Witness: Yadihim son of Hammûtar
(37) Witness: Halilim
(38) Witness: Mut-halī; Witness: Qīšti-El
(39) Witness: Dādī-pālih-Addu; Witness: Bun-El
(40) Witness: Ian.sib-Dagān; Witness: Mut-Aškur
(41) Witness: Hi.snē-Addu, the priest
____________________________________
(42) Month of Kinūnum, Day 16.
(43-45) The Year: I.sī-Sumuabi established a spilway of (the river)
Obv.　Left Margin
　Seal of the king  Seal of Mutu-Ami, the priest  Seal of Sumu-Hammi, the governor
Rev.　Left Margin
　Seal of Hammûtar  Seal of Anzanum  Seal of Mut-halī  Seal of Dādī-epuh
ENVELOPE
1¶. SAG.[DU KI.TA] su-ma-bu 
2¶.  15  [IKU A.ŠÀ ù 1+1/3 SAR É] DÙ.DÙ.[(A)] 
3¶. ša [É.GAL]
4¶. a+na [ia-si-im-ma-h]ar
5¶. DUMU s[u-ma-at-e-ra-a]h
(space)
6¶. ITI ki- nu-nim  UD 16 .[KAM]
Botom Edge
7¶. MU i-.si- su -[mu-a-bi]
8¶. tap-pí-iš-ta[m]
9¶. iš-ku-nu
Translation:
(1¶) [lower] short side: Sumâbu
(2¶-3¶) 15 [ikû of fields and 1 1/3 SAR of (the land with) a house] built; (those are) ³of [the palace].´
(4¶-5¶) To [Yasīm-Mah]ar, son of S[umāt-Era]h
(6¶) Month of Kinūnum, Day 16.
(7¶-9¶) The Year: I.sī-Su[muabi] established a spilway of (the river).
Notes:
　　The tal rectangular shape of the tablet and the scripts, orthography and language al display 
Old Babylonian features. A series of unique phraseologies confirming and defending the completion 
of the property transaction (l. 23-28; see below) most definitely reveal that this text belongs to the 
scribal tradition of the so caled Hana-type texts which is used in the contracts found at the city of 
Terqa (Tel el-µAšāra) and probably in its vicinity during the Old and Middle Babylonian periods.40
　 　40 The Hana-type texts were writen for a considerably long period after the decline of the kingdom of Mari; known texts date from 
the second half of the 18th century BC up to the 12/11th century BC (paralel to the reign of Tiglath-pileser I, king of Assyria). 
These texts from Terqa, as wel as those of unclear provenance kept in museums and private colections, have been published in Rouault 
1984 (Texts 1±10), Podany 2002 (Texts 1±3, 6±15 and 17), and Tsukimoto 2003. The characteristics of these texts and their variations 
through the ages were thoroughly investigated by A. Podany (Podany 2002, pp. 155±237), except for the latest text recently published 
by A. Tsukimoto (Tsukimoto 2003).
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　　Seals on the tablet:　The cylinder seals of seven persons, whose names or titles are noted on 
the left margins of the obverse and reverse, seem to have been roled over al the faces of the tablet, 
though the details of the impressions placed over the cuneiform inscription are not easily recognized.41 
This sealing practice deviates from the custom of the Old Babylonian Hana texts, where the space 
of sealing is limited to the left margin of the tablet.42 The first seal noted on the margin (on the obverse) 
is the ³seal of the king (NA4 LUGAL).´ This king is certainly identical with ³I.sī-Sumuabi, the king,´ 
mentioned first in l. 21 as the giver of property, and then in l. 27 as the person in whose name, alongside 
two deities, the oath was taken. The other six seal holders (Mutu-Ami, Sumu-Hammi, Hammûtar, 
Anzanum, Mut-halī and Dādī-epuh) appear also in the list of witnesses in the main text (l. 30, 31, 
33, 34, 35, 38).
　　l. 1 and 6: pithatum, or pithātum (pl.), is atested otherwise in Vilard 1984 (= ARM 23), Text 
590, l. 2. The term seems to be the name of an irigation district, indicating its topographical feature. 
Vilard has proposed interpreting the word as ³champ de la bréche´ or ³champ du creux´ in connection 
with the word pithu(m) ³wound, gash´ (ibid., p. 557).
　　l. 1-15: The terms for the four sides of the field, i.e., ÚS.SA AN.TA/KI.TA and SAG.DU 
AN.TA/KI.TA, deviate from those used in the early Hana-type texts from Terqa, which atest 
ÚS.SA.DU AN.TA/KI.TA and SAG.KI 1-KAM/2-KAM (or SAG.KI AN.TA/KI.TA).43
　　l. 23-24: The normalization and meaning of na-AZ-bu-um in the characteristic definition of 
property (na.sbum ša lā baqrim u lā andurārim) is in dispute. M.W. Chavalas proposed to understand 
the word in connection with the broadly known West-Semitic root n.sb ³to stand, set, establish.´44 
He translated the word in the contexts of the Terqa contracts as ³guaranteed´ or ³irevocable.´ 
However, as the later studies of M. Dietrich and D. Charpin pointed out, na.sbum must be a nominal/
 adjectival form, and it is used in apposition to or as an adjective modifier of various words, such 
as eqlum, bītum, kirûm, mārum and .tuppum.45 Dietrich suggested that na.sbum means ³a commemo-
rative stele, a document of contract´ (Aufstelung, Stele, Dokument [für einen Vertragsabschluß]). 
This specification of na.sbum as a ³monument/document´ may go wel with the juxtaposition .tuppum 
na.sbum, which Dietrich interpreted appositively as ³tablet (as) the document of contract´ (Tafel als 
Vertragsdocument). Yet, I hesitate to folow this view when interpreting na.sbum placed after words 
representing real estate or human beings (eqlum, bītum, kirûm, mārum), though Dietrich manages 
to render: ³(Was) das Feld/ das Haus / den Garten (betrift:) ± ein Vertragsdocument (von ihm ist 
vorhanden).´ I have prefered here basicaly to folow Chavalas, interpreting na.sbum as meaning ³(one 
whose status) (is) legaly guaranteed/established.´ Accordingly, the passage in ARM 22/2, no. 328 
i; 1-2: na-AZ-ba-am IZ-ZI-ib-[š]u, which is certainly of significance for understanding the word 
na.sbum and the verbal root n.sb, may be interpreted as ³he established for it the guaranteed legal 
status.´ Similarly, .tuppum na.sbum may be ³the tablet, i.e. document, legaly guaranteed (in the proper 
formula and procedure).´
　　l. 26-27: In other Old Babylonian Hana-type documents, the deities mentioned in the oath 
formula are consistently Dagān and Itūr-Mēr; occasionaly Šamaš is added before Dagān.46 Dagān 
and Itūr-Mēr must represent Terqa and Mari, respectively, and Šamaš is included as the patron god 
　 　41 An exception is a reasonably clear impression pressed on the left side of the tablet, where no wedges from the main body of text 
are inscribed. It contains the image of an ascending sun god, Šamaš, facing to the left, holding a saw with his right hand and stepping 
with one leg on terain; he is faced on the left by a ruler wearing a toga, holding a sacrifice and folowed by his servant depicted 
smal. The three-line inscription placed on the left of the scene may include the name ³Anzanum´ in the first line.
42 Podany 2002, pp. 172 and 175±179.
43 Podany 2002, pp. 159f. and 224f.
44 Chavalas 1997, pp. 179±188, esp. 181, n. 12
45 Dietrich 2001, pp. 646±649; Charpin 2002, pp. 85±86.
46 Podany 2002, pp. 197 and 232.
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of judgment.47 Thus, the reference to Addu-Mahani or ³Addu of Mahanum´ in this tablet is 
unexpected. Mahanum is atested in the documents of Mari as the location of an important Bedouin 
assembly, being an eminent cult center of Addu, somewhere in the western part of the upper Jazira.48 
The inclusion of Addu-Mahani may reflect the position of T.ābatum (certainly to be identified with Tel 
Taban49), close to Mahanum. The contract from Tel Taban then appears to have been sworn by the 
gods representing the suzerain city of Terqa, i.e. Dagān, and the client city of T.ābatum, i.e., Addu-
(ša)-Mahani(m). These two deities may also have represented the sedentary and nomadic populations 
in the region, respectively. The verb īkul ³ate´ reflects the idea that the person involved in the oath 
took symbolic food that was considered to turn into a destructive force which would act against 
him, in the case he breached the oath.50
　　l. 28: The emended verbal form up-ta-áš(?)-<ša>-aš (pašāšum Dt-stem; -áš(?)- looks like PA) 
has not been hitherto atested in the penalty clauses of the Hana-type contracts. The standard formulae 
are: kuprum emmum ana qaqqadīšu iššappak/ikkappar ³hot asphalt wil be poured/smeared on his 
head,´ or kupram emmam qaqqassu ikkappar ³his head wil be smeared with hot asphalt.´51 Thus, 
our passage includes a unique verbal use, lacking the patient, qaqqassu or ana qaqqadīšu. The subject 
of our passage must be bāqir ibaqqaru (l. 25), and the Dt-stem form of pašāšum, not listed in the 
major dictionaries (AHw, CAD), should cary a passive/reflexive force, meaning ³to be smeared with 
«  ´or ³to smear oneself with « .´52
　　l. 42-45 (/ envelope, l. 6¶-9¶): The month kinūnum is known as the seventh month in the 
standard calendar of Mari (see below). No year name had been known for I.sī-Sumuabi until the 
discovery of this one and of another one found on Tab T05B-39 (see below), except for one on Joannès 
2006, Text 16, of which only the royal name can be read (see below).
　　Text on the envelope: The text is inscribed on only a few parts of envelope ² a summary of 
the contract on the upper part of the front face and, after a large blank, the date writen from the 
lowest part of the same face to the botom face. The abbreviated record on the envelope deviates 
from the norm of the Terqa contracts, as wel as from Old Babylonian contracts in general, in which 
the whole text of the contract is reproduced on the envelope.53
I.sī-Sumuabi and the Kingdom of Terqa
In the contract, I.sī-Sumuabi, assuming the title ³the king (LUGAL)´ (l. 21), grants two large tracts 
of land property, totaling 15 ikû (c. 54,000 m2), as wel as a house, to Yasīm-Mahar son of Sumāt-
Erah. The recorded year name (l. 43-45) also commemorates a river-improvement project of I.sī-
Sumuabi ³the king.´ Another year name refering to an achievement of his is also atested, as 
mentioned, in one of the administrative documents found together with the contract in trench 8 (Tab 
　 　47 Cf. Feliu 2003, pp. 145±146.
48 J.-M. Durand considers that Mahanum means the ³encampment´ of Bedouins and so could have been itinerant and not in one fixed 
place, though he has placed its location within the western part of the upper Jazirah, primarily south of Jebel Sinjar (Durand 2004, 
pp. 139±145). Cf. Schwemer 2001, p. 303; Charpin 2001.
49 The identification was defended by Heimpel 1996, pp. 105±106; cf. also Heimpel 2003, p. 626, s.v. T.abatum. The identification of 
Tel Taban with the T.ābatu of the Middle Assyrian period (apparently identical with the Old Babylonian T.ābatum) has been fuly 
verified by the building inscriptions from Tel Taban and Tel Bderi (see above, n. 4). This also supports the identification of the 
Old Babylonian T.ābatum with Tel Taban. This is further reinforced by the mention of this city name in some of the Old Babylonian 
leters addressed to Yasīm-Mahar, who was apparently residing at the site of Tel Taban: URU .tà-ba-tum.KI (Tab T05B-44, l. 11), 
[URU .tà-b]a-tim.KI (Tab T06-3+Tab T06-17, l. 3), [URU .tà]-ba-tim.KI (Tab T06-9, l. 13).
50 Charpin 1997, p. 345; cf. Feliu 2003, p. 145, n. 486.
51 Podany 2002, pp. 194±196 and 234±236; Charpin 2002, p. 87 (with detailed linguistic analysis).
52 Cf. GAG, p. 121, §93c; Kouwenberg 1997, pp. 319f.
53 A comparable case of abbreviated writing is found, however, on the envelope of a mariage contract from Nippur (Stone 1987, pp. 
215 and pl. 36, Text 1, 3N-T 852, IM 58763). I owe D. Charpin gratitude for drawing my atention to this example.
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T05B-39). It may read (l. 24-25 [Top Edge]): MU i-.si-su-mu-a-bi LUGAL [«] a+na d UTU ú-
še-lu-ú  ³The Year: I.si-Sumuabi the king dedicated [«] for Šamaš.´ Furthermore, again as noted 
above, the two leters sent from I.sī-Sumuabi to Yasīm-Mahar use the formula of leter orders sent 
from an overlord to his subject. Al of these show that I.sī-Sumuabi is a king residing outside of 
Tel Taban, ruling a considerably extensive area which included that city.
　　Fortunately for us, a king of the same name is atested also in one of the Hana-type contracts found 
at Terqa (Rouault 1984, Text 9), where the oath is taken in his name (i-.si-su-mu-a-bu), alongside 
those of the gods Dagān and Itūr-Mēr. Since the contract of Tel Taban is also formulated in the 
Hana-type format characteristic of the scribal tradition of Terqa (see above), there is no doubt that 
the two I.si-Sumuabu/i are one and the same person, the king of Terqa.54 Thus, this king must have 
ruled from Terqa an extensive area along the Middle Euphrates and Habur, including Tel Taban, 
the ancient T.ābatum.
　　It wil be useful here to review the data about the earlier kings of Terqa. Some decades before 
the time of I.sī-Sumuabi, Zimri-Lim of Mari ruled the Middle Euphrates and the Lower and Middle 
Habur areas, including the cities of Terqa and T.ābatum. The later city was ruled as a part of the district 
whose capital was Qa.tunān, which is believed to be located somewhere south of T.ābatum.55 When 
Hammurabi of Babylon conquered Mari, his military expedition probably reached as far as Tutul (Tel 
Biµa), a point far west of Terqa, so Terqa must have come under Hammurabi¶s control.56 Thus, it 
is plausible that Hammurabi took under his own control the majority of the teritory that formerly 
had belonged to the realm of Zimri-Lim, including the Middle Habur with T.ābatum. Mari declined 
completely with its conquest by Hammurabi. Later, Terqa became the capital of an independent 
kingdom dominating the Middle Euphrates region. The three earliest kings, Yapah-Sumu[«], I.sī-
Sumuabu and Yadih-abu are mentioned in contracts from Terqa.57 The chronological order of these 
rulers as given has become considerably certain on philological and prosopographical grounds.58 
　 　54 The name I.sī-Sumuabi/u is interpreted as meaning ³He has stemmed (lit. came out) from Sumuabum´ (cf. Streck 2000, p. 157f. § 
2.12, ¶i.sī-nabû, fn. 2); the name Sumuabum itself means ³descendant of fathers´ (Streck 2000, p. 171, § 2.39 and passim). The 
onomastic element Sumuabum here is certainly intended to refer to the Sumuabum who has long been regarded as the founder of 
the first dynasty of Babylon; however, recent scholarship now suggests that he was a ruler contemporary to Sumu-la-el, the real dynastic 
founder, and was later added to the artificialy formulated dynastic list of Babylon (Charpin 2004, pp. 80±86; Goddeeris 2002, pp. 
319±325). Charpin suggests that Sumuabum could have been a sort of ³grand roi,´ leading the assemblage of the Amorites (Charpin, 
ibid., p. 84). This proposal may wel explain why the name Sumuabum was taken as an onomastic element into the names of a 
number of rulers in the Old Babylonian period (Gelb 1961, p. 31, n. 13; Charpin 2002, p. 66 with n. 31; cf. also Durand 1984, p. 
132, for name paterns including the names of ancestors). Besides the name I.sī-Sumuabi/u, there are atested, for example, Yapah-
Sumuabi (see below) and Yarīm-Sumuabi (A, 3562: ii 3¶, edited in Durand 1997, p. 630). Limiting our scope to the name of I.sī-
Sumuabi/u, Podany noted earlier namesakes from the times of Sîn-mubali.t and Sumu-la-el of Babylon, Narām-Sîn of Ešnunna, and 
Immerum of Sippar (Podany 2002, p. 35 with nn. 60-64). Another namesake, whose year name is atested in a document from Haradum 
(Hirbet ed-Deniye) (Joannès 2006, no. 16), is probably to be identified with our I.sī-Sumuabu of Terqa (see below). The variation 
of the ending ±u and ±i in I.sī-Sumuabi/u seems no obstacle for the identification: cf. the variations for the name as noted by Streck: 
su-mu-a-bu-um, su-mu-a-bi-im, sa-mu-a-bi-im, al of which can be in the nominative (Streck 2000, p. 171, § 2.39, and p. 270, § 
3.18).
55 The administration of the Qa.tunān district is especialy ilustrated by the leters of the governors at Qa.tunān (Birot 1993, Guilot 
1997; cf. Durand 1994). References to T.ābatum in the texts from Mari and Chagar-Bazar have been colected by M. Wäfler (Wäfler 
2001, pp. 176f. s.v. T.abatum). Several sites have been suggested as Qa.tunān, such as Tel Fadgami, Tel Šaddadi and Tel Ašamsani 
(Kessler 1980, p. 233, n. 858; Nashef 1982, p. 221, s.v. Qatni). It can be safely equated with the Qatni of the annals of Tukulti-
Ninurta I (Grayson 1991, A.0.100.5, l. 109), as Birot noted (Birot 1993, pp. 7±8). 
56 Stol 1976, p. 40; Charpin and Ziegler 2003, pp. 243±244. Cf. Charpin 2002, p. 64. 
57 Yapah-Sumu[abu] in Rouault 1984, Text 8; I.si-Sumuabu in ibid., Text 9; Yadih-abu in ibid., Texts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. For the 
history of Terqa in the period after its rule by Hammurabi of Babylon, see Podany, 2002, pp. 1±56, and Charpin 2002, pp. 64±71.
58 Podany 2002, pp. 32±37, and Charpin, 2002, p. 64, n. 23. Podany reserved judgment about determining strictly the chronological 
order between the two earliest kings, Yapah-Sumu[abu] and I.sī-Sumuabu, due to the lack of clear philological evidence in the contracts 
sworn to by their names, i.e., Rouault 1984, Texts 8 and 9 (ibid., p. 35). Charpin noted, however, that Ibāl-pī-El, mentioned with 
the title šāpi.tum as the first witness in a text dated to Yadih-abu (Rouault 1984, Text 3, l. 30), appears (without title) also in the 
first position in the row of witnesses in the document dated to I.sī-Sumuabu (ibid., Text 9). Identifying these namesakes with each 
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The order also accords with the proposal of A. Podany.59 She suggests that Yapah-Sumu[«] of Terqa 
is identical with a Yapah-Sumuabu mentioned with the title UGULA Ha-na in a document from 
Alalah.60 Taking the title as implying that Yapah-Sumuabu was a Hanaean leader who escaped from 
Terqa before Hammurabi¶s military advance, Podany hypothesizes that this Hanaean leader returned 
later to found the independent kingdom of Terqa. Though no other sources are available about Yapah-
Sumu[«]¶s activities, it is possible, as Podany suggests, that Yapah-Sumu[abu] won the independence 
of Terqa when Samsuiluna lost extensive teritories due to the great uprising in his 8th year (1742 
BC, middle chronology), as shown by the year name.61
　　Sources about the reign of the next king I.sī-Sumuabi were also scarce, but they have now 
considerably increased with the new texts from Tel Taban. As already seen, the new texts prove 
that his rule from Terqa extended as far as T.ābatum. A recently published contract from Haradum 
(Hirbet ed-Deniye), c. 90 km downstream from Terqa on the Euphrates, is also dated by the name 
of I.sī-Sumuabi.62 This person, as Charpin suggests,63 also is probably to be identified with the king 
of Terqa. Charpin further notes that Mut-Tehran and Abdu-Ami, persons mentioned in the Haradum 
contract, must have come from the city of Tehran ² located not far south of T.ābatum and probably 
north of Qa.tunān64 ² on the ground of their names, and guesses that they probably came to the fortress 
of Haradum on military duty. Thus, an extensive region along the Middle Euphrates and the Habur, 
including Haradum, Tehran and T.ābatum, were under I.sī-Sumuabi¶s control. In other words, his 
kingdom covered almost the entire teritory once ruled by Zimri-Lim of Mari. The fact that the 
governor (šāpi.tum) of Qa.tunān is listed as the first witness in the contract edited above (l. 30) may 
wel reflect that T.ābatum was part of the Qa.tunān district. It should be noted in this connection 
that holders of the title šāpi.tum are atested as the first witness also in the contracts of Terqa,65 
which shows that the šāpi.tum often witnessed land transactions in his own city. Our T.ābatum contract, 
however, ilustrates that the šāpi.tum witnessed contracts also in a city where he did not reside, but 
which was under his jurisdiction, when the case was significant. One may further speculate based 
upon these pieces of information that I.sī-Sumuabi continued to use the basic district divisions used 
by the kingdom of Mari, that is, Qa.tunān, Saggaratum and Terqa, seting aside the now deserted center 
of Mari.
　　Yadih-abu, who succeeded I.sī-Sumuabi as king, seems to have maintained a realm extending 
along the Euphrates and the Habur for at least some time. Several of his year names atest to his 
construction works at Terqa and its vicinity.66 M. Guichard properly read one of the year names 
as: ³The year: Yadih-abu rebuilt Annunitum of .tà-ba-tim,´67 which implies of course that his rule 
was maintained along the middle Habur at least as far as T.ābatum. In this connection, a surface 
find at Tel Taban from the just completed 2007 summer season expedition adds relevant data. It 
is an Old Babylonian tablet (Tab T07-3) listing barley rations. On the eroded surface of the tablet, 
other, Charpin argues that I.sī-Sumuabu was probably the direct predecessor of Yadih-abu, thus chronologicaly after Yapah-Sumu[abu]. 
This Ibāl-pī-El, the šāpi.tum, is apparently diferent from another namesake mentioned in our contract from Tel Taban (l. 33); the 
former is the šāpi.tum or district governor of Terqa, and the later is probably a local man from T.ābatum or a nearby place in the Qa.tunān 
district.
59 Podany 2002, pp. 32±35.
60 Wiseman 1953, no. 56, l. 47.
61 Podany 2002, p. 35. 
62 Joannès 2006, Text 16: MU i-.sí-su-mu-a-bi (rest is lost).
63 Charpin 2006.
64 Cf. Heimpel 1996, p. 106; Birot 1993, p. 8.
65 Rouault 1984, Texts 3, l. 30 (Ibāl-pī-El, šāpi.tim); ibid, Text 5, l. 24 (Hi.sni-Dagān šāpi.ti).
66 The places of construction atested in the year names are: T[erqa] (Rouault 1984, Text 7, l. 12), Araite (ibid. Text 1, l. 42), Dunnum 
(ibid., Text 6, l. 51) and T.ābatum (ibid, Text 5; see the next note). Cf. Podany 2002, pp. 38 with notes, 70-75. Araite and Dunnun 
are located on the Upper and Middle Euphrates (Kupper in Birot et al. 1979, pp. 5 and 10, s.v. Ara¶itum, Dunnum).
67 Guichard 2003: an-nu-n[i]-tam ša .tà-ba-tim (Rouault 1984, Text 5 envelope, l. 49) / an-nu-ni-tam ša MUNx (ibid., Text 5, l. 52).
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about 50 personal names seem to be listed (calculated from the space), each preceded by the amount 
(one to seven GUR) of barley assigned to that person; the text concludes with the total amount of 
barley and the date (l. 20f.): ³Total 163 GUR of barley. [The month] of Malkānum, Day 30, Year: 
Yadih-abu the king « .´68 This text, being found at Tel Taban, demonstrates Yadih-abu¶s control 
of T.ābatum at some time in his reign. However, Terqa¶s control of extensive teritory must have 
been seriously damaged when Samsuiluna of Babylon took Haradum in his 25th year (1725 BC)69 
and then finaly defeated Yadih-abu in his 28th year (1722 BC).70
　　A. Podany has concluded from the prosopographical data in the texts of Terqa that the total regnal 
period of the three early kings of Terqa did not extend more than 20-30 years.71 As seen above, 
this period probably started around the 8th year of Samsuiluna (1742 BC) and ended in his 28th 
year (1722 BC) or at a slightly later point in time. Since the number of atested year names of 
Yadih-abu shows that he reigned at least for eight years,72 the preceding reign of I.sī-Sumuabi should 
probably be dated around the 15th-20th years of Samsuiluna (c. 1735-30 BC).
The Status of Yasīm-Mahar and the Texts from the Trench 8
Another key in considering the nature of the texts from trench 8 is the status of Yasīm-Mahar73 son 
of Sumat-Erah, who was granted the property by I.sī-Sumuabi. The fields and house given to Yasīm-
Mahar are specified in the contract as ³the fields and house of the palace (AŠÀ ú É šá É.GAL)´ 
(l. 18). It must be asked whether this means that the property was granted to belong to the palace 
of Yasīm-Mahar, or whether it was granted from the property of the royal palace of Terqa. The 
later interpretation appears to suit the context beter, since the former may (though not must) take 
a preposition such as ³for´ (ana) preceding ³the fields and house of the palace.´ Furthermore, the 
fragmentary telegraphic reference to the property on the envelope (l. 3¶-5¶) defines it briefly as 
³(the property) of [the palace] to [Yasīm-Mah]ar son of S[umāt-Era]h´ (ša [É.GAL] a+na [ia-si-im-
ma-h]ar DUMU s[u-ma-at-e-ra-a]h) without mentioning the name of the giver I.sī-Sumuabi. 
Accepting the given restoration as corect, the phrase ³of [the palace]´ probably specifies the giver, 
i.e., the palace of Terqa. Thus, the phrase in question in our contract does not prove that Yasīm-Mahar 
is a palace owner. However, other texts of trench 8 add further pieces of evidence that Yasīm-Mahar 
was the person of the highest rank at T.ābatum. The majority of leters from trench 8 were, as 
mentioned, addressed to Yasīm-Mahar, and he was apparently residing at Tel Taban/T.ābatum. The 
beginnings of the two leters sent by I.si-Sumuabi both instructively read: ³Do not procrastinate about 
the city, the µirigated areas,¶ and the watch posts.´74 This demonstrates that Yasīm-Mahar was 
　 　68 (20) ŠU+NÍGIN 40 A.GÁR 3 GUR ŠE; (21) [ITI] ma-al-ka-nim UD 30 KAM; (22)  MU  ia-di-ha-a-bu  LUGAL ; (23)  x x x 
x x x x  (24)  (x) x x x x . The traces in l. 23f. do not seem to fit any of the already known year names (Rouault 1984, Texts 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7). The extraordinarily large amount of barley suggests its need for an unusual event such as a military expedition. 
69 The dates atested in the texts from Haradum show that Samsuiluna controled Haradum by his 25th year at latest. See Joannès 
2006, pp. 21±25; cf. Charpin 2006.
70 The defeat of Yadih-abu is commemorated by Samsuiluna¶s year name (Horsnel 1999, pp. 220±222 [Si 28]). 
71 Podany 2002, p. 37. 
72 (1) ³Yadih-abu the king built the city Araite´ (Rouault 1984, Text 1 with envelope); (2) ³Yadih-abu the king built the gate of Addu,´ 
(ibid., Text 2 with envelope); (3) ³Yadih-abu defeated his enemy´ (ibid., Text 3); (4) ³Yadih-abu the king built the wal of «  ´
(ibid., Text 4); (5) ³Yadih-abu the king renewed Annunitum of T.ābatum´ (ibid., Text 5 with envelope; see above n. 67); (6) ³Yadih-
abu the king built Dunnum´ (ibid., Text 6); (7) ³Yadih-abu the king [built(?)] the palace of T[erqa] (ibid., Text 7). For another year 
found on a tablet from Tel Taban, see above, n. 68.
73 The namesake is atested in Kupper 1950, no. 50. l. 16. The name is interpreted as meaning ³Mahar has placed´. Mahar is probably 
an Amorite deity (M. Birot in Birot et al. 1979, pp. 230 [Yasīm-Mahar] and 264 [Mahar]; Lambert 1987±1990).
74 a-na URU.KI sa-la-hi-im ù ma-a.s-.sa-ra-tim ni-di a-hi-im la ta-ra-aš-ši (Tab T05B-42, l. 4-9 / Tab T05B-43, l. 4-5). For the 
word sal(a)hum translated here as the ³irigated area (around the city)´, see Durand 1988, p. 338, n. 20; Charpin 1993/94, p. 8 
(sal
˘
hû) with bibliography; Durand 1998, pp. 86 and 522±523.
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responsible for the whole of the city and its suroundings to his overlord of Terqa. In addition, the 
greeting formulae in two of the leters include statements such as ³it is wel with the gate of your 
(Yasīm-Mahar¶s) palace.´75 This suggests that Yasīm-Mahar was the palace owner and was probably 
the governor or local ruler of T.ābatum nominated or authorized by the king of Terqa.
　　Given that T.ābatum was placed under the authority of the district governor (šāpi.tum) of Qa.tunān 
(see above), Yasīm-Mahar represented T.ābatum most probably by performing the ofice of 
sugāgum.76 A leter of Zimri-Addu, the governor of Qa.tunān from the period of Zimri-Lim, reveals 
that a local ruler entitled sugāgum was continuously stationed at T.ābatum, being given lands and 
obliged to pay taxes to the king of Mari.77 It is plausible that this internal order at T.ābatum was largely 
continued by the king(s) of Terqa. This royal grant contract was probably issued in the process of 
such an authorization of the local ruler by the king of Terqa.
The Calendar and the Cultural Milieu of T.ābatum:
As seen above, the areas along the Middle Euphrates and the Middle-Lower Habur, including Terqa 
and T.ābatum, belonged together as a single political entity under diferent ruling powers through 
the age; it was first ruled by Zimri-Lim of Mari, then by Hammurabi of Babylon, and eventualy 
by the kings of Terqa. This regional unity was probably not only in the political field. The cultural 
afinity between Terqa and T.ābatum can be observed in the calendar system, which is revealed in 
the above-noted monthly rotation list (Tab T05B-39) found in trench 8. The ten recorded month 
names read: ITI dIGI.KUR (l. 4), ITI ki-nu-nim (l. 6), ITI dda-gan (l. 8), ITI li-li- ia - tim  (l. 10), 
ITI dNIN-bi-ri (l. 12), ITI ki-is-ki-súm (l. 14), ITI e-bu-rum (l. 16), ITI ú-ra-hu (l. 18), ITI ma-al-
ka-nim (l. 20) and ITI la-ah-hi-im (l. 22). These month names, which were no doubt in use at 
T.ābatum, are practicaly identical with those of the standard calendar of the Old Babylonian Mari.78 
This set of month names is also largely the same as that atested in the Old Babylonian contracts 
from Terqa,79 though the order of months has not been confirmed for the Terqa calendar (see Table 
1 below). This remarkable afinity of the calendar systems of Mari, Terqa and T.ābatum, as against 
the diferent ones in Babylonia and Northern Mesopotamia,80 implies that a certain degree of cultural 
uniformity was maintained along the Middle Euphrates and Habur even after the decline of Mari. 
In other words, the cultural legacy of Mari survived in this broad area that was once ruled from 
Mari.
　 　75 a-na KÁ É.GAL-li-ka šu-ul-mu(-um) (Tab T05B-44, l. 6; Tab T06-1, l. 6-7).
76 For this oficial of local tribal origin, see Fleming 2004, pp. 64±76. This oficial, atested often in the texts from Mari, is known 
also at Terqa after the decline of Mari, specificaly in a contract from the time of I.sī-Sumuabi (Rouault 1984, Text 9, l. 23: Bina-
I[šta]r sugāgu).
77 Birot 1993, Text 107. The leter refers to two sugāgums, i.e., Hammûtar, previously in the position, and his successor Yashadum. Though 
Hammûtar is a popular name, he might perhaps be identical with the Hammûtar mentioned in the above discussed royal grant contract 
from Tel Taban. Hammûtar appears not only as a witness and sealer (l. 34 and Rev. Margin), but also as the father of another 
witness, thus exhibiting his seniority and importance in the city (l. 36). The identification is chronologicaly not impossible, since 
the time gap between the two documents seems to be in the range of 20 to 30 years.
78 For the month names of Mari, see Charpin and Ziegler 2003, p. 156; cf. Hunger 1976±1980, p. 301; Cohen 1993, pp. 282±284. I 
would like to thank D. Shibata, who first drew my atention to the afinity of the month names of Tab T05B-39 with those of Mari.
79 Rouault 1984, Texts 1-7 and Podany 2002, Texts 1-3 and 6-9. As noted already by Podany (ibid., pp. 17 and 210), the month names 
known in the texts from the early period al reflect the continuous use of the Mari calendar, though new month names seem to have 
been introduced in later periods.
80 See Greengus 1987, pp. 209±229; Cohen 1993, pp. 225±280.
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*　　　　*　　　　*
Zimri-Lim of Mari entitled himself as ³the king of Mari and the land of Hana (šar Mari.KI u māt 
Hana).´82 We have stil no evidence of how much of this self-definition was taken over by the earlier 
kings of Terqa or how they refered to themselves and their kingdom.83 Nevertheless, the Old 
Babylonian textual finds from Tel Taban contribute significantly in clarifying new aspects of the 
political-cultural continuity on the Middle Euphrates and Habur areas from the time of Zimri-Lim 
to that of the early kings of Terqa.
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